THE CITIZEN ARCHIVIST PROJECT
http://www.nas.gov.sg/CitizenArchivist/
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Harnessing of Collective Memory
“But it is joining forces with experts outside the profession which will truly bring
archives out of the box and into the world. Even unexpected partners and improbable
leverages can lead to a breakthrough. Archival projects around the world are already
finding this out. For instance, the Singapore’s Citizen Archivist Project is calling for
everybody’s help to make records of their National Archives more discoverable. When
shared, the intensive burden of transcribing documents and audio recordings is
lighter and, when harnessed, collective memory gathers metadata of undescribed
photos faster.”
– John Hocking, United Nations Assistant Secretary-General and Registrar of
the International Criminal Tribunal, at his ICA 2016 Congress keynote speech
“Out of the Box, Into the World”
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Purpose of the Project
a) Make records more accessible and searchable with description
and transcription
b) Tap on the collective knowledge of the wider community
c) Promote engagement with historical records

Getting started with the citizen archivist project:
• Add description to photographs
• Transcribe handwritten records and audio records
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Photographs that will benefit from description

Source: PEOPLE’S ASSOCIATION

Source:
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND THE ARTS
(MITA)
Background Information:
SHIP SURVEY
Date(s):
28/02/1950
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Source:
MINISTRY OF
INFORMATION AND THE
ARTS (MITA)
Background Information:
PWD - ROADS
Date(s):
18/08/1965
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Handwritten documents to be made accessible

L017: Raffles: Letters to Singapore (Farquhar)
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Z006: Singapore: Letters from Governor
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2. User Dashboard for volunteers to keep track of
their contributions

1. Homepage
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Describe Photographs

Transcribe Documents

3. Text to prompt and help volunteers to come up
with detailed descriptions of the images
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4. Flexibility for document transcription. Volunteers
can work on the document anytime and “Save As
In-Progress” for themselves or someone to
continue later.

Examples of Detailed Image Descriptions

Contribution
The long flat building is the roof of Plaza Singapura from Cathay and
the photo shows the rest of Orchard road. Hotel Supreme still stands
at the current site today behind Concorde Hotel ( previously known
as Le Meridian Hotel). You can see Shaw Centre with the white
'terraces' in the middle of the photo. Tang Plaza ( CkTang ) is not built
yet. The left side of the photo is Hotel Phoenix and Specialists Centre.
Mandarin Hotel is the tallest building in the photo. The condo in
from of the hill seems to be High Point in Mt Elizabeth.
by: L. H.L. on 7/14/2015 04:16 PM

Background Information
Unedited Description: GENERAL VIEW FROM CATHAY BUILDING.
Source: MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND THE ARTS (MITA) FONDS
Date: 04/12/1976
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Contribution
Post Office within Paya Lebar International Airport with counters offering Purchase of
Money Orders, Stamps, Postal Orders, Registration of letters, Payment of Television &
Radio licences, Posting of Parcels and Handling of transactions relating to Savings Banks.
Posting Box allows for 2 destinations: Singapore or Malaya & Overseas. Photo is dated
24 Sep 1964.
by: LEE BEE LOR on 3/26/2015 06:24 PM
Background Information
Unedited Description: AIRPORT POST OFFICE. Source: MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND
THE ARTS (MITA) FONDS
Date: 24/09/1964
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Examples of Transcribed Documents
No. 144 of 1863 362

The 3: April 1823.

From The Commissioner of Police,
Singapore To The Secretary to
Government Straits Settlements

on the Proceedings of the 6. Ultimo
relative to the Establishment of a Botanic
Garden here, the following Minutes by the
Honorable President and Mr. Clubley are
recorded. Enter.

Dated Singapore 30th November 1863
Sir,
You will have seen by the Newspaper the
alarming increase of deaths by tigers and
I have now to report the death of two
men within the last forty eight hours, will
you have the goodness to solicit a sum of
money, say fifty dollars to be placed at my
disposal for the purchase of goats or
calves, I would enclose the animal within a
[paygar] previously rubbing under and
over the neck with a preparation of
strychnine I think this plan very likely to
succeed at any rate some means ought to
be tried to rid the Island of these animals.
[$50 reward for one tiger that men can for
this.]

The President.
In taking into consideration the
Extract of the letter from the
Superintendent of the Botanic Garden at
Calcutta, which has been transmitted to
us by the Honorable the Governor
General in Council in Mr. Secretary
Lushington’s Dispatch of the 23. January, I
will not disguise that I have been
prepared to afford a very favourable
attention to Dr. Wallich’s proposition for
establishing a Botanic Garden or Nursery
at this Island, and by the following
reasons.
Several years ago the situation of
this Island, midway between Bengal on
the one hand, and China, Java and the
Moluccas on the other, was deemed
eminently advantageous for introducing
the natural productions of the latter
Countries into the Company’s Territories
and a Public

I have the honor to be Sir Your most
obedient Servant [signature]
Commissioner of Police
W48: Vol. I/II: Governor: Miscellaneous
Letters (In) : W048_07290
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A17: Penang Consultations:
A017_01440

How you as a citizen archivist support research
Original blog post by Citizen
Archivist
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Citation in Master’s Thesis
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Newspaper Feature

Hear from our volunteer Citizen Archivists
“As I continue transcribing the Straits Settlement records, I’m
learning more about Singapore’s past that relates to the
present, and see how far we have progressed, especially with
our celebrating Singapore’s 50th independence this year. I also
hope my efforts will help make those researching on the
Singapore story easier.”
“Thank you for this opportunity to transcribe important
collections of papers in the National Archives. As a lifelong
student of history it is overwhelming for me to read original
transcripts and an honour to have the privilege of transcribing
them. I feel like an important participant in what happened
200 years ago.”
“Indeed my participation has been driven by both a wish to
contribute in building up our national repository as well as my
own knowledge!”
“Joining Citizen Archivist Project was one of my better
decisions.”
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Thank you
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